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Close-up illustration of the ukfun-ky trompe l’oeil building-wrap design. 
 
The trompe l’oeil building wrap, as is usually the case, would aim to insinuate what might be under 
construction behind it. While of course Kettles Yard isn’t really planning a dire regression in to Nineteen 
Eighties, Thatcherite, low-cost vernacular - nor is it really planning to become the mixed-use One Stop 
Shop more typical of our current times that it implies - ukfun-ky wants to comment on the unnerving 
plausibility of such a situation arising.  
 
ukfun-ky sees architecture as one of our most reliable signifiers and believes that from it’s detail, stylistic 
tendencies and materials we can make our most accurate judgments as to where we might be heading 
socially, politically, economically and culturally.  
 
 
 
Form. 
 
Owing to the early stage of this proposal, the exact form and content is of course very open and neither 
are by any means resolved. The renders attached however do provide some indication as to the direction I 
could see this intervention going if Kettles Yard were to support it. Recent London Metropolitan 
University graduate Bob Hobbs has kindly assisted me in producing these mock-ups and has agreed to 
make himself available if I we were to go forward with this commission. 
 
 
Artists impression of building wrap in situ. 
 
 
These are very low-res renders at this stage intended only to convey the general idea. I anticipate many 
changes and developments might take place if we were to embark upon this research project and suspect 
it’s texture and complexity would be further enriched through site visits, conversations with the Kettles 
Yard curatorial team and off-site studio research.  
 
 
 
 
Budget and Practicalities. 
 
The banner would be produced by Universal Image Solutions in Colchester, Essex and it has been 
estimated would cost approx £2,300 to print the 120 square metres necessary. Architect Bob Hobbs has 
agreed to collaborate, produce and render high-res image files that are suitable for printing at this large 
scale for a set fee of £1,000. I estimate the installation and fixings would cost around £700.  
 
These prices would of course all be confirmed in due course if we decide to take the proposal to the next 
stage. 
 
With regards to the installation of the piece, practicalities and logistics would of course need to be 
negotiated with the contractor but I suspect it would be best to simply hang the perforated banner either 
directly against the buildings façade from the top coping to the pavement, or upon any scaffolding that is 
intended to be there anyway. Being perforated there will be no obstruction to views from inside the 
building and no significant reduction in light coming in. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Premise. 
 
While playing on the name of the UK’s most popular urban dance genre, ukfun-ky obviously incorporates 
the Kettles Yard acronym in a painfully telling attempt to re-brand and rejuvenate itself, as so many 
institutions do, from art museums to job centres and from political parties to management consultants.  
 
Playing on the reality that what is in fact being built on Castle Street is an education centre, ukfun-ky 
deliberately infantilises itself by way of trying to mask it’s fusty, right-wing appearance with cool rhetoric 
and zing that hopes to access and appeal, while of course only actually serving to patronize and offend, 
those it’s trying to draw in.  
 
Whilst ukfun-ky will deliberately instill confusion momentarily, incorporated within the installation would 
be a conventional information plaque detailing the art works captions (ie. artist, title, media etc.). This 
initial confusion however is an important part of the work as it wants to play on the bland, soulless, 
interchangeability of our built environment that makes it increasingly difficult to differentiate one use, 
service or amenity from another, and wants to warn of the perils of surrendering such autonomy. 
 
While Cambridge enjoys some of the most celebrated examples of authentic Gothic, Tudor, Georgian and 
Modernist buildings in the country, ukfun-ky begins by stating that here in the UK we are witnessing a 
terrifying social and political relapse reminiscent of the times, when much of Cambridges less popular 
low-grade postmodern architecture crept in and discretely butted itself against it, under the deceitful guise 
of economic efficiency and pragmatism. ukfun-ky highlights the similar arguments being repeated today 
as we watch the authorities shoehorn mass developers ill conceived master plans through planning in 
hope of achieving short-term, ‘band-aid’ solutions to some of the most pressing and neglected social 
concerns of our time.  
 
 
 
     
Some examples of the more abject yet pervasive identikit housing around the Kettles Yard area. 
 
 
ukfun-ky calls to mind the regrettable mistakes of the 1980’s and evokes fear at the potential replacement 
of an institution as auspicious as Kettles Yard with a One Stop Shop style mixed-use cultural hub with 
adjacent Costa Coffee and Tesco Express style concessions. By doing this ukfun-ky wants to talk of the 
thoughtless and insensitive developments we saw in the Eighties incentivised only by profit, and through 
it’s uncomfortable plausibility wants to remind us just how close we are to a revival.  
 
Still not yet fully passed through the House of Commons we are all admittedly still guessing at the full 
impact of Grant Schapps localism agenda but the evidence so far suggests a complete regression to the 
troubled times of the Eighties and with that, I predict, an inescapable return to it’s stylistic tendencies too. 
Localism it seems doesn’t necessarily mean ‘arrived at through local consensus’ but rather local to 
clichéd notions of national heritage and misinterpreted via a mass developers checklist of architectural 
faux pa’s that has now become what I refer to as ‘developers vernacular’. 
 
 
           
 
                
 
           
 
                
Various examples of developers vernacular – some built in the early 1980’s and some in the last two years. 
 
Alongside mock tudor beams, meaningless patterns in brickwork, bare breeze blocks pretending to be 
sandstone, ugly oversized pvcu porticos, plastic pediments, faux-lead roof flashings, mock steeples, high 
paranoiac parameter railings, bulbous romanesque cast-concrete columns, token miniature gardens out 
front, faux obelisks on either side of entranceways etc. we’ll no doubt also continue to see one or two of 
the sturdier remnants of the new labour legacy such as the tokenistic cedar clad thrown here and there to 
tick the ‘sustainable’ box; the randomized geometry in the hermetically sealed and unopenable window 
panes that wink at modernisms socialist convictions whilst of course not over-committing; the light-
hearted pop-feel aspects introduced by Alsop, Urban Splash et al to distract from the dubious financial 
structures beneath them; the incompetent design and the ultimate dysfunction of what ever it was they 
were permitted to build on behalf of the government; and the symbol of the phoenix of course being 
reborn from the flames and regenerating all in its path through impotent outreach initiatives executed by 
service providers up and down the country. 
 
 
Conclusion. 
 
 
As demonstrated above, at this stage I’m very much in fear of the likes of Wimpey, Bovis and Barratt 
returning to their old tricks and am quite keen to entertain the idea of a complete revival of low-grade 
‘neo’ based on the terrifying regressions we’re seeing across both the architectural world and beyond (ie. 
the tories being back in, Prince Charles regaining the ears of whoever those people are that have the final 
say on what gets built, the public sector striking, Duran Duran back on the radio, trade unions and the 
welfare state doing a Houdini, economic austerity replacing any vague hope of happiness, Gaddafi 
showing his true colours and everyone happier than Larry ‘cos once again we’ve got a new princess to 
wow over). 
  
Yes my money’s on a return to a flimsy version of whatever was there before, steeped in community-up 
rhetoric that thinks a half-hearted backward glance is somehow more sensitive and sensible than our last 
governments deterritorialized frivolity. 
 
ukfun-ky marks the end of the candy-coloured noughties icon project and the beginning of the ConDems 
more right-wing and sentimental approach. Norman Fosters out and HRH Prince Charles is firmly back in 
the driving seat - only without the budgets for a true Pondbury-style backward glance, I dread to think 
what low-grade renditions Clegg and Cameron might have up their sleeves.   
 
In a recent Building Design article on the subject of the so-called Big Society, Fran Tonkiss speculates 
that “the signature building of the new localism bill could be equal parts Tesco Express, open prison, 
police station and sorting office. A sort of one-stop clink-cop-post shop….with allotments”.  
 
…I worry she might be right! 
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